Dosenspezialist GmbH · Pfullendorfer Straße 83 · 99867 Gotha · Germany

Information to the address of delivery
address for delivery = invoice address
contact person:
telephone number:
different terms/standards of delivery
compared to our ‘terms of delivery
for delivery on pallets’1:
time of acceptance of ordered goods:
other information:
different address for delivery
neutral delivery with your delivery note
company:
street, house number:
postcode (zip code), city, country:
contact person:
telephone number:
different terms/standards of delivery
compared to our ‘terms of delivery
for delivery on pallets’2:
time of acceptance of ordered goods:
other information:
Please, inform us of address changes as quickly as possible!
1
2

here additional costs can increase.
here additional costs can increase.
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Dosenspezialist GmbH · Pfullendorfer Straße 83 · 99867 Gotha · Germany

Delivery conditions for EU pallets and container delivery –
status 03-2015

1. The delivery is carried out on euro pallets or one way pallets in technically faultless
condition.
2.

Delivery shall be free kerb without any unloading and further movement. Please note that
the freight forwarder can not unpack the pallets and possibly spend time in your business
premises.

3. Pallet exchange is regarded as agreed; only equivalent pallets are accepted.
4. Not exchanged euro pallets will be invoiced with 15, 00 € net per pallet.
5. Additional collections of euro pallets are calculated separately.
6. The pallet height is regularly up to 2.20m, overhang of up 5cm per side is regarded as agreed.
7. Different height of pallets, as well as individual pallet packing scheme require the separate
arrangement and calculation.
8. Deliveries are made during normal business hours within Germany from 08:00 - 16:00
o’clock. Abroad please contact your forwarding agent in regard to delivery time. Divergent
times for the receipt of goods have to be announced at least 2 days in advance. Other
agreements will be made separately and may cause additional costs.
9. The delivery is carried out with truck in estimation of the executing forwarding agency. If
additional vehicle specifications or unloading aids (hydraulic lift, elevating truck platform)
should be needed, it requires a separate arrangement.
10. The goods have to be checked for completeness and damages by delivering.
11. By container delivering the unloading time of 20 ft container takes 2hours as well as
unloading time for 40 ft container - 3hours. Longer unloading times will be charged with
25, 00€ per half hour.
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